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Machine Learning, Neural and Statistical Classification (Ellis Horwood Series in Artificial Intelligence)Prentice Hall, 1994
The aim of this book is to provide an up-to-date review of different approaches to classification,
compare their performance on a wide range of challenging data-sets, and draw
conclusions on their applicability to realistic industrial problems.

Before describing the contents, we first need to define what we mean by...
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Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP)Prentice Hall, 2000
Servlets and JavaServer Pages dramatically simplify the creation of dynamic Web pages and Web-enabled applications. With Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), these tools have come of age, earning the support of an unprecedented range of Web and application servers on every major operating system. This book is a comprehensive guide for every...
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Information Modeling: Specification and ImplementationPrentice Hall, 1993
What are computers for? What is their purpose? Suppose your life depended upon coming up with a word or phrase that most accurately summed up what computing is all about. What would your answer be?

Computing is concerned with taking the interesting things out of life and representing them somehow. It is all about modeling. Everything...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design Strategies, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Developers often confuse learning the technology with learning  to design with the technology. In this book, senior architects from the Sun Java  Center share their cumulative design experience on Java 2 Platform, Enterprise  Edition (J2EE) technology.
The primary focus of the book is on patterns, best practices,  design...
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Joomla! 1.5: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	The Best Easy-to-Use Guide to Joomla!TM--The World’s #1 Open Source Content Management System


	If you want to build sophisticated websites that can be easily edited and updated, you need to master Joomla. Now there’s an easy-to-read, easy-to-use guide to Joomla! for every site...
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Common Sense Project ManagementPrentice Hall, 2006

	From the earliest cities on earth through the Great Wall of China on to the Three Rivers Gorges Dam project, project management has been a part of the march of civilization. Common Sense Project Management is a straightforward, often entertaining workbook approach to organizing and managing projects of virtually any size or complexity. Its...
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Principles of CAD/CAM/CAEPrentice Hall, 1999

	With the dramatic changes in computing power and wider availability of software
	tools for design and production, engineers are now using CAD/CAM/CAE systems
	for everyday tasks, not just for demonstrations. International competition, de-
	creased availability of skilled labor, and increased emphasis on quality are also
	forcing...
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The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, A Guide for Programmers, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2000
The #1 book on Windows driver development - totally updated for Windows 2000!  

With The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, any experienced Windows  programmer can master driver development start to finish: planning,  implementation, testing, debugging, installation, and distribution. Totally  updated to reflect...
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Biometrics for Network SecurityPrentice Hall, 2003
The complete guide to implementing biometric security solutions for your network

Network security has become the latter-day equivalent of oxymoronic terms like "jumbo shrimp" and "exact estimate." Newspaper headlines are routinely peppered with incidents of hackers thwarting the security put forth by...
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The Martian Principles for Successful Enterprise Systems: 20 Lessons Learned from NASAs Mars Exploration Rover MissionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
When you need to land and operate a robot on Mars, "halfway" software is not an option. While helping to develop the Collaborative Information Portal, or CIP, for NASA's Mars Exploration Rover mission, Ronald Mak identified and refined a set of principles that represent the fundamental goals necessary for any successful enterprise system....
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Core Java, Volume II--Advanced Features (9th Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2013

	Fully updated to reflect Java SE 7 language changes,   Core Java®, Volume II—Advanced Features, Ninth Edition,   is the definitive guide to Java’s most powerful features for enterprise and desktop application development.


	 

...
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Java GUI Programmers' Primer, APrentice Hall, 1998
 A Java GUI Programmer's Primer provides an introduction to the design and development of Java artifacts that have a graphical user interface. Written for students and professionals, this book will provide students with initial knowledge of, and skills for, the effective use of the interface components supplied with release 1.1 of the Java...
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